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Production of Light Particles by Very Strong and Slowly Varying Magnetic Fields
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The possibility that around some astrophysical objects there are non-static magnetic fields of enormous in-
tensity suggests that in these situations real particles may be produced. The slowness of the variation is com-
pensated by the huge intensity. The main issue is the production of e+− e− pairs annihilating into photons and
the direct production of photons, as one of the concurrent process in the GRB (gamma ray bursts). Then some
simple effects due to the presence of the intense gravity are studied and finally a look is given to the production
of other kinds of particles.
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I. MOTIVATIONS

There are phenomenological and formal motivations.

For the first instance: there are the Gamma-ray Bursts and
the signal is obviously electromagnetic: this electromagnetic
signal could well be the final outcome of dynamical processes
where other kind of interaction are involved, but we can look
also for a direct electromagnetic origin of the phenomenon.
We don’t say that what we propose is the main mechanism,
but this kind of mechanism must exist since it is a direct con-
sequence of standard electrodynamics, provided we accept the
existence of huge, slowly varying magnetic fields.

The formal motivation is that this kind of analysis yields
an example of nonperturbative QED: It happens that, contrary
to the very numerous and extremely accurate calculations in
perturbative QED, the sector of nonperturbative QED is less
frequently explored.

II. GENERAL FEATURES

We have to deal with a typical two-scale problem: there
is the astrophysical scale and the elementary-particle scale.
The astrophysical scale is characterized by low frequencies,
but these low frequencies can be compensated by huge in-
tensities of the magnetic field. We make more quantitative
this statement: In the usual unit ~ = c = 1, with m and
−e < 0 mass and charge of the electron one defines usually
Bcr = m2/e ' 4.4× 109 T. In this situation the Landau-level
energies are of the order of the electron mass. It is usually
thought that around the objects that produce the GRB the mag-
netic fields are such that B ≥ Bcr; they are slowly varying: if
ω, is a frequency typical of the elementary particle dynamics,
then |Ḃ(t)|/|B(t)| ¿ω. The production takes place in regions
of the order of the Compton wave lengths, so the field may be
safely taken as uniform in space: B(r, t)≡ B(t).

In view of these features the most suitable scheme of calcu-
lation is given by the adiabatic approximation whose relevant
aspect are summarized here below.

Given a Hamiltonian H(ξ) with discrete eigenstates, where

ξ = ξ(t) is a slowly varying parameter, define:

H(ξ)|A,ξ〉= εA(ξ)|A,ξ〉 ,
H(ξ)|B,ξ〉= εB(ξ)|B,ξ〉 .

The eigenstate of H(t1) evolved with H(t) from t1 to t2 is not
eigenstate of H(t2). There are transitions between eigenstates
of H(ξ) and the first-order transition amplitude is given by:

γBA(t) =
∫ t

0
dt ′
〈B,ξ|∂H/∂ξ|A,ξ〉

∆ε(ξ)
ξ̇exp

[
i
∫ t ′

0
dt ′′∆ε(ξ)

]

with
∆ε(ξ) = εB(ξ)− εA(ξ) .

For the problem we are considering

ξ(t)−→ B(t) ,
|A,ξ〉−→ vacuum ,

|B,ξ〉 −→ created particles .

III. ELECTRON PRODUCTION

We start [1–3] by considering a relativistic electron in a
constant and uniform magnetic field which lies on the y-z
plane, choosing a symmetric gauge: A(r) =− 1

2 [r∧B] .

H ψ = [ααα · [−i∇∇∇ + eA(r)]+βm]ψ = εψ.

By using a finite-rotation operator about the x axis acting as:
Rx(ϑ)H R †

x (ϑ) = H ′ the field is aligned with the z-direction,
the problem is solved once the solutions of the Dirac equation
H ′ψ′ = εψ′ are found.
More in detail

H ′ψ′±, j(r) =±w jψ′±, j(r) ,
Pzψ′±, j(r) = kψ′±, j(r) ,

Jzψ′±, j(r) =
(

nd −ng +
s
2

)
ψ′±, j(r) ,

R2
xyψ′±, j(r) =

2ng +1
eB

ψ′±, j(r) ,

w j =
√

m2 + k2 + eB(2nd +1+ s) ,

nd = 0,1, . . . ng = 0,1, . . . s =±1 .
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The meaning of the quantum numbers is: Pz: linear momen-
tum along z
Jz: angular momentum along z
R2

xy: squared distance from z
Going from electrons to positrons we have the correspon-
dence nd ↔ ng, +s ↔ −s and it is relevant to note that if
nd = 0,s =−1 or ng = 0,s = +1 then the energies do not de-
pend on B (transverse ground states).

Using these solutions the relevant operators in second quan-
tization are found

H =
∫

dr Ψ†(r, t)H Ψ(r, t) = ∑
j
(w jN j + w̃ jÑ j)+E0 ,

P‖ =
∫

dr Ψ†(r, t)P‖Ψ(r, t) = ∑
j

k(N j + Ñ j) ,

J‖ =
∫

dr Ψ†(r, t)J‖Ψ(r, t) = ∑
j

(
nd −ng +

s
2

)
(N j + Ñ j) ,

the tilde refers to the antiparticles; j is a multiple index
j ≡ {nd ,ng,s,k}.
The first order amplitude for finding at a time t an e−− e+

pair in the state |n j(t) = 1; ñ j′(t) = 1〉 ≡ | j j′(t)〉 from an ini-
tial vacuum state |0〉 is:

γ j j′(t) =
∫ t

0
dτ
〈 j j′(τ)|Ḣ(τ)|0(τ)〉

w j(τ)+ w̃ j′(τ)
exp

{
i
∫ τ

0
dτ′

[
w j(τ′)+ w̃ j′(τ′)

]}

and the time derivative of the Hamiltonian is

Ḣ(t) =− e
2

∫
dr Ψ′†(r, t)(r∧ααα)Ψ′(r, t) · Ḃ′(t) .

As anticipated it appears that the energy of the levels grows
with B, but there is a transverse ground level with energy
independent of B. The angular momentum conservation
implies that when B changes direction both e− and e+ can
be produced in the ground state. When B changes only in
strenght this is not possible so the change of direction is
more effective than the change of strength. For the total
rate it results: W ∝ R4

xy. The electric field E grows with
Rxy (Faraday-Neumann law), so ∆W /∆A ∝ R2

xy ∝ E2. The
detailed calculation shows also that there is no unlimited
production, but a limiting value, with oscillations in time.

IV. PHOTON PRODUCTION

We can foresee three mechanisms of photon production:
a- Annihilation of pairs [4]; b- Direct creation through nonlin-
ear QED [4]; c- Bremsstrahlung[5].

Annihilation of pairs
The number of produced photons is the number of produced
electron (positrons) times the annihilation cross section times
a flux factor:

dN (ω,R⊥m, t)
dωdV dt

=
∫

dkdk′
dσ(k,k′,ω)

dω
v̄ f (k,R⊥m, t) f (k′,R⊥m, t) .

Here f are distributions of produced particles, dσ/dω the per-
turbative cross section for annihilation, v̄ the flux factor,R⊥m
is the mean distance of the produced pair from the origin of
the transverse plane.
The result is a sharp peak in the invariant mass of the photon
pair at 2me, this happens because the main rate of electron
production is for longitudinal (along B) small momenta and
(transverse) ground state. In fact to produce a very soft or
very hard photon a large boost is neeeded.

Direct creation through nonlinear QED

The general form of the effective Lagrangian in nonlinear
QED is:

L= L(FT ,G2
T ) FT =

1
2
(B2

T −E2
T ) GT = ET ·BT

with ET (r, t) =EEE(r, t) and BT (r, t) =BBB(r, t)+B. Here EEE and
BBB are the quantized fields and B is the external magnetic field
which rotates with angular velocity Ω.

We can choose as effective Lagrangian the well-known
Euler-Heisenberg Lagrangian, in this case for ρ0 = B/Bcr À
1, but αρ0 ¿ 1 with α = e2/4π ' 1/137 the fine-structure
constant we obtain

〈
dN (ω, t)

dV dω

〉
∼ 28

135
Ω2

(2π)3

(
αB
Bcr

)2

.

These results are relevant for low energy photons, anyhow the
e−− e+ annihilation is a more efficient mechanism.

Bremsstrahlung

Here the previous formalism must be modified because we
want to have both the adiabatic production of pairs and the
perturbative radiation of real photons.

For rotating B we go to a rotating frame by performing a
time-dependent rotation

(x,y,z)→ (x′,y′,z,)= (x,ycosΩt−zsinΩt,zcosΩt +ysinΩt)

and rotate accordingly the fields and their time derivatives
e.g.

∂ψ(r)
∂t

→ exp
[
i
σx

2
Ωt

][
iΩJxψ′(r′)+

∂ψ′(r′)
∂t

]
,

Jx =−i
(

y′
∂

∂z′
− z′

∂
∂y′

)
+

σx

2
Ix =−i

(
y′

∂
∂z′

− z′
∂

∂y′

)
+Sx ,

where Jx acts on spinor fields, Ix on vector fields.
This transformation is not a symmetry transformation! It gives
a new Lagrangian density (in powers of Ω)

LΩ = ψ̄
(

γµ[i∂µ + eAµ + eAµ
]−m

)
ψ− 1

4
Fµ,νF µ,ν

+iΩ
[
ψ̄γoJxψ− ∂Aµ

∂t
IxAµ

]
+O(Ω2) .

Now the external magnetic field is time independent, its time
dependence has been shifted to the terms in Ω.
A perturbative treatment is built up with propagators of parti-
cles in static B and two types of vertices describing either the
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emission of photons or the interaction with the Ω terms. The
treament is analytically complicated, at the end the numerical
result is:

dN
dV dt

∝
1
ω

for small ω ,

dN
dV dt

∝
1

ωβ for large ω .

The regime changes smoothly around ωb depending on B, one
finds ωb ≈ 1÷3MeV for B≈ 2×1010 T. The exponent found
here is β > 3, while the observations prefer β = 2÷3.

V. EFFECTS OF GRAVITY

In order to have huge B very compact objects are needed,
then relevant effects of gravity are expected.
We want to study the case where the gravity acts as a pertur-
bation [6] and also a particular case of strong i.e. nonpertur-
bative gravity[7]. In both cases the gravitational field will be
static. We start from the isotropic metric (equivalent to the
Schwarzschild metric)

gµν(X ,Y,Z) = diag
[
F2
−/F2

+,−F4
+,−F4

+,−F4
+
]

where F± = ±rG/(4
√

X2 +Y 2 +Z2), rG = 2GM is gravita-
tional radius of the body and G is gravitational constant).
The perturbative approach
It starts by choosing a point Po = (X ,Y,Z) not too near the
horizon and by expanding the metric around it:

g(1)
µν (x) =g(0)

µν +hµν(x) ,

g(0)
µν =diag(φt ,−φs,−φs,−φs) ,

hµν(x) =diag(2gtx,2gsx,2gsx,2gsx) .

The coefficients φ and g are explicitly given, in terms of rG
and (X ,Y,Z); the matrix hµν(x) is considered as a small per-
turbation of the zero-order metric tensor g(0)

µν .
The perturbed Hamiltonian for the Dirac operators in the pres-
ence of a magnetic field is calculated and the new transition
amplitudes derived.
There are corrections depending on the potentials φ and cor-
rections depending on the gradients g. Seen from infinity the
effect of φ is to lower the final energy.

A nonperturbative example
Now the pair is created near the black hole event horizon lying
at
√

X2 +Y 2 +Z2 = rG/4. We start by expanding the metric
tensor gµν around the point Po = (0,0,rG/4). In so doing the
metric is reduced to a Rindler metric for which the solution of
the Dirac equation, in a magnetic field parallel to the gravita-
tional field is known. Two results of this calculation:
1- there are pair that cannot fly at infinity, they give (also) low-
energy photons (expected).
2- the dependence on the strength of B is stronger than in
Minkowski space (not obvious).

VI. EXOTICS

Till now the production of electrons and photons has been
investigated, but in principle the same mechanism can give
rise to other particles, we simply list and brifly comment the
various possibilities: Production of µ±, the calculation are the
same as for the e±, the rate is very small.

Production of π±, the calculation is not very different, the
rate is even smaller, since there are no states with energy in-
dependent of B.

Production of πo [8]: it would be possible due to a mixing,
in very strong magnetic field, of πo and ρo, the rate is even
smaller than for charged pions.

Production of neutrinos [4]: if the neutrinos have mass they
can have anomalous magnetic moment, but the size of it is
controlled by the vector-meson masses, so the production is
very small, in spite of the small mass.

Production of axions [9]: assume the phenomenological
linear coupling CΦ E ·B. This form of coupling yields a pro-
duction which depends also on the spatial variation of the
fields.
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